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know today that god is the god of hope christ is the hope of
glory and the holy spirit is the one who births hope in you
consider these verses may the god of hope fill you with all
joy and peace as you trust in him so that you may overflow
with hope by the power of the holy spirit romans 15 13 the
meaning of hope is to cherish a desire with anticipation to
want something to happen or be true how to use hope in a
sentence synonym discussion of hope noun the feeling that
what is wanted can be had or that events will turn out for the
best to give up hope synonyms longing expectancy
aspiration a particular instance of this feeling the hope of
winning grounds for this feeling in a particular instance there
is little or no hope of his recovery one dictionary defines it as
a desire accompanied by expectation of or belief in
fulfillment hope can be an expectation and anticipation that
rests in what we believe this means that for the child of god
hope can be as strong as what we have learned about god s
goodness and faithfulness hope is a way of thinking or a
state of being this means that hope can be taught hope is
also distinct from a wish hope involves taking action toward
a goal while a wish is out of your hope is the good thing in
the future that we are desiring we say our hope is that jim
will arrive safely in other words jim s safe arrival is the object
of our hope hope is the reason why our hope might indeed
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come to pass we say a good tailwind is our only hope of
arriving on time hope is a universal human experience and a
powerful life force hope can be engendered by belief in an
omnipotent god but it is in fact secular a common deeply felt
human emotion hope is an optimistic state of mind that is
based on an expectation of positive outcomes with respect to
events and circumstances in one s life or the world at large 1
as a verb its definitions include expect with confidence and
to cherish a desire with anticipation 2 among its opposites
are dejection hopelessness and despair 3 biblical hope is a
sure foundation upon which we base our lives believing that
god always keeps his promises hope or confident assurance
can be ours when we trust the words he who believes on me
has everlasting life john 6 47 nkjv to want something to
happen or to be true and usually have a good reason to think
that it might hope for i m hoping for an interview next week
that she s hoping that she won t be away too long hope that i
hope that she ll win hope and pray that we have to hope and
pray that the operation will go well to want something to
happen or to be true and usually have a good reason to think
that it might hope for i m hoping for an interview next week
that she s hoping that she won t be away too long hope that i
hope that she ll win hope and pray that we have to hope and
pray that the operation will go well in today s culture the
word hope is often used to represent wishful thinking but the
old testament verb translated hope is qawa while the noun
from the same root is tiqwa both mean to trust and wait
expectantly jeremiah 14 22 reads therefore our hope qawa is
in you for you are the one who does all this the prophet is
not fearful may the god of hope fill you with all joy and peace
in believing so that by the power of the holy spirit you may
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abound in hope jeremiah 29 11 esv 13 397 helpful votes
helpful not helpful for i know the plans i have for you
declares the lord plans for welfare and not for evil to give
you a future and a hope hope is a shield and a path hope can
be a particularly powerful protector against the dread of a
chronic or life threatening illness it needn t center on a cure
to be useful though those aspirations are enticing rather a
person s hope even when facing an illness that will likely end
their life can be aimed at finding joy or comfort answer there
are two kinds of hope worldly or temporal hope and the hope
of believers in a general sense hope is a mental focus or
feeling of anticipation regarding a future outcome either of
something we want to happen or wish to be true or don t
want to happen or be true hope singapore 21 082 likes 337
talking about this 491 were here love neighbours make
disciples plant churches this is hope we are also simply visit
us hope is better together don t do life alone church is not a
building to go to it is a gathering of god s people we cherish
every opportunity to be with you on your journey of faith and
we look forward to meeting you in person or online in person
worship service online in small groups about us we are a
crowdfunding charity that helps people who have fallen
through the cracks we work with we are a crowdfunding
charity where 100 of your donations goes to people in need
all campaigns are also fully verified by us so you know your
funds go to real people with real needs hope is an global
independent church planting movement with hope singapore
as the parent church the daughter churches planted by hope
singapore spread across asia africa middle east americas
and oceania over 170 locations across more than 25
countries in 1991 hope singapore was founded giving to god
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all that we have comes from god we are but stewards of
what he has given us we tithe to god what rightfully belongs
to him this reveals our trust in god who provides for us on
top of tithing we also give offerings to express our
thanksgiving for all he has done for us



what is hope and why is it so crucial
to our faith
Apr 01 2024

know today that god is the god of hope christ is the hope of
glory and the holy spirit is the one who births hope in you
consider these verses may the god of hope fill you with all
joy and peace as you trust in him so that you may overflow
with hope by the power of the holy spirit romans 15 13

hope definition meaning merriam
webster
Feb 29 2024

the meaning of hope is to cherish a desire with anticipation
to want something to happen or be true how to use hope in a
sentence synonym discussion of hope

hope definition meaning dictionary
com
Jan 30 2024

noun the feeling that what is wanted can be had or that
events will turn out for the best to give up hope synonyms
longing expectancy aspiration a particular instance of this
feeling the hope of winning grounds for this feeling in a



particular instance there is little or no hope of his recovery

the meaning of hope our daily bread
ministries
Dec 29 2023

one dictionary defines it as a desire accompanied by
expectation of or belief in fulfillment hope can be an
expectation and anticipation that rests in what we believe
this means that for the child of god hope can be as strong as
what we have learned about god s goodness and faithfulness

hope psychology what are the
benefits of hope psych central
Nov 27 2023

hope is a way of thinking or a state of being this means that
hope can be taught hope is also distinct from a wish hope
involves taking action toward a goal while a wish is out of
your

what is hope desiring god
Oct 27 2023

hope is the good thing in the future that we are desiring we
say our hope is that jim will arrive safely in other words jim s
safe arrival is the object of our hope hope is the reason why



our hope might indeed come to pass we say a good tailwind
is our only hope of arriving on time

hope a human need and a powerful
force psychology today
Sep 25 2023

hope is a universal human experience and a powerful life
force hope can be engendered by belief in an omnipotent
god but it is in fact secular a common deeply felt human
emotion

hope wikipedia
Aug 25 2023

hope is an optimistic state of mind that is based on an
expectation of positive outcomes with respect to events and
circumstances in one s life or the world at large 1 as a verb
its definitions include expect with confidence and to cherish
a desire with anticipation 2 among its opposites are dejection
hopelessness and despair 3

what does the bible say about hope
gotquestions org
Jul 24 2023

biblical hope is a sure foundation upon which we base our



lives believing that god always keeps his promises hope or
confident assurance can be ours when we trust the words he
who believes on me has everlasting life john 6 47 nkjv

hope english meaning cambridge
dictionary
Jun 22 2023

to want something to happen or to be true and usually have
a good reason to think that it might hope for i m hoping for
an interview next week that she s hoping that she won t be
away too long hope that i hope that she ll win hope and pray
that we have to hope and pray that the operation will go well

hope definition in the cambridge
english dictionary
May 22 2023

to want something to happen or to be true and usually have
a good reason to think that it might hope for i m hoping for
an interview next week that she s hoping that she won t be
away too long hope that i hope that she ll win hope and pray
that we have to hope and pray that the operation will go well

what is hope meaning and



definition in the bible christianity
Apr 20 2023

in today s culture the word hope is often used to represent
wishful thinking but the old testament verb translated hope
is qawa while the noun from the same root is tiqwa both
mean to trust and wait expectantly jeremiah 14 22 reads
therefore our hope qawa is in you for you are the one who
does all this the prophet is not fearful

what does the bible say about hope
openbible info
Mar 20 2023

may the god of hope fill you with all joy and peace in
believing so that by the power of the holy spirit you may
abound in hope jeremiah 29 11 esv 13 397 helpful votes
helpful not helpful for i know the plans i have for you
declares the lord plans for welfare and not for evil to give
you a future and a hope

hope why it matters harvard health
Feb 16 2023

hope is a shield and a path hope can be a particularly
powerful protector against the dread of a chronic or life
threatening illness it needn t center on a cure to be useful



though those aspirations are enticing rather a person s hope
even when facing an illness that will likely end their life can
be aimed at finding joy or comfort

what is the definition of hope
gotquestions org
Jan 18 2023

answer there are two kinds of hope worldly or temporal hope
and the hope of believers in a general sense hope is a
mental focus or feeling of anticipation regarding a future
outcome either of something we want to happen or wish to
be true or don t want to happen or be true

hope singapore facebook
Dec 17 2022

hope singapore 21 082 likes 337 talking about this 491 were
here love neighbours make disciples plant churches this is
hope we are also simply

visit us hope singapore
Nov 15 2022

visit us hope is better together don t do life alone church is
not a building to go to it is a gathering of god s people we
cherish every opportunity to be with you on your journey of
faith and we look forward to meeting you in person or online



in person worship service online in small groups

about us ray of hope
Oct 15 2022

about us we are a crowdfunding charity that helps people
who have fallen through the cracks we work with we are a
crowdfunding charity where 100 of your donations goes to
people in need all campaigns are also fully verified by us so
you know your funds go to real people with real needs

this is hope hope global
Sep 13 2022

hope is an global independent church planting movement
with hope singapore as the parent church the daughter
churches planted by hope singapore spread across asia
africa middle east americas and oceania over 170 locations
across more than 25 countries in 1991 hope singapore was
founded

give hope singapore
Aug 13 2022

giving to god all that we have comes from god we are but
stewards of what he has given us we tithe to god what
rightfully belongs to him this reveals our trust in god who
provides for us on top of tithing we also give offerings to



express our thanksgiving for all he has done for us
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